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Same bloodline. Smaller offspring.

Meet the next generation of Cat ® machines. A full line of Skid Steers, Mini Excavators and Work Tools built genuine Cat
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equipment needs. To learn more, call 1-888-FINNING or log on to finning.ca. Be part of the legacy.
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The Finning Focus

Mozart or Metallica?

Lyle Makus, Technology
Product Sales Manager

EQUIPMENT OWNERS JILL MILLIONAIRE and Joe Average want answers. How
can we move earth more cheaply? What tweak will give our machines that
extra power boost? Will operators be more reliable with Metallica or Mozart in
the cab? Bottom line for Jill and Joe? Productivity.
Thankfully, the clever people at Accenture, a management consulting and
technical service company, have put questions like these through their thinktank hopper. In a recent study, they concluded that big productivity boosts are
just around the corner through predictive maintenance and the telematics capabilities being built into today’s machines.
Predictive maintenance is the ability, based on operating conditions, to predict the precise moment when certain components will require service or overhaul so that maximum component life is achieved, downtime is minimized and
that precious commodity, money, is saved. Telematics is wireless-enabled, twoway communication between a piece of equipment and its external environment. Think “Beam me up Scotty” and you’re close.
By combining the science of predictive maintenance with the communication capabilities of telematics, you get answers to Joe and Jill’s questions. The
combination enables you to:
• track machine health with precision, no matter where your fleet is located;
• go beyond seat-of-pants hunches when tweaking engines;
• ensure equipment is pampered over its lifespan; and
• as many in the business tend to say, “make sure the fleet reels in high
resale value and that long-hoped-for retirement nestegg when it’s time to
sell the business.”
Here at Finning, we’ve given a name to the emerging field of predictive
maintenance and telematics – we call it Equipment Management Solutions
(EMS). Already, some forward-thinking equipment managers are putting them
to work. They’re using S-O-S online and Global Maintenance System data to
track everything they ever wanted to know about equipment health, but might
have been afraid to ask. They get timely reports on machine hours, location,
fluid condition, fuel consumption (for electronic engines) and preventive maintenance status.
These early adopters are gaining a clearer, more precise picture of total machine health including automated reviews and alerts should anything go awry.
Another new wrinkle sees stationary engines sending out health updates on 20
key components every 15 minutes. The comprehensive reporting system, combined with Finning’s in-the-field technical expertise, is extending component
life radically and pruning operating costs.
Sure, some of these cutting-edge users of technology are ’round the clock, Jill
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Millionaire operations filled with maintenance planners, you say, but what can
EMS offer Joe Average equipment owner
who is more worried about that particular
cubic metre of earth he has to move?
Some of these EMS capabilities are on
the shelf and ready to go for Joe, but the
complete system is still largely in the development stages. Around the corner, as
systems are refined, and as technology
gets smarter, Joe Average – who doesn’t
have his own shop, maintenance planner
or mechanic – will be able to simulate, to
an extent, these capabilities using
Finning’s EMS. And soon he’ll be able to
choose from basic monitoring and advising of equipment health through to complete machine care including planned
mid-life overhauls and major component
changeouts with guaranteed costs and
availabilities.
Some sunny day, Joe might even be
able to tell you if operators are more
productive when accompanied by Mozart
or Metallica. Of course, as always, Tracks
& Treads will keep you abreast of
developments.

Where’s the used equipment insert that’s run for
some time in Tracks & Treads? We’ve elected to discontinue this slim eight-page offering, given the userfriendly, searchable and extensive Finning used
equipment listings on our Finning.ca website. We
welcome your feedback on this or any other issue.
Drop me an e-mail at jhoward@finning.ca and visit
www.finning.ca for the latest in used equipment
from Finning.

www.finning.ca
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Dual speed saves time
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T&T on the water
WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE to get my name added to Tracks & Treads mailing
list? I thoroughly enjoy the read as do my fellow engineers aboard the
CCGS John P Tully. We have three 3412s and a 3306 aboard this vessel
and many more Caterpillars throughout the fleet. Thank you.
Richard Bailey
Victoria, B.C.

Global greetings
Tracks & Treads is published to provide its readers
with relevant business, technology, product and
service information in a lively and engaging manner.
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I'M A GREAT CAT FAN as well as a Cat operator of a 320B, from Sweden.

I wonder if it's possible to have your excellent magazine, Tracks & Treads,
sent to Sweden. I have a great interest in machinery and working methods!
I would be very pleased if (sending me your magazine) could be arranged!
Peter Sjorgen
Sweden

Tell us what you think
Tracks & Treads would love to hear from you. Tell us what you think
of the magazine, its stories, its columns, its look. Tell us how we
can improve the magazine and make it a more interesting read.
Send your comments to executive editor Jeff Howard by e-mail at
jhoward@finning.ca or the old-fashioned way to: Jeff Howard, Tracks &
Treads, Finning (Canada), 16830 - 107 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, T5P 4C3

www.finning.ca
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Six Sigma Methodology Cutting Costs
A STRATEGIC ALLIANCE between BHP Billi-
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plug check in the preventive maintenance
process.”
The magnetic plug check is part of Ekati’s
Off-Highway Truck Condition-Based Monitoring project that focuses on the differentials and final drives of the 777D, 789C and
793C Caterpillar rear dump truck fleets. The
projected savings are $909,000 annually.
A team effort between BHP Billiton and
Finning on fuel, lubricant, air and coolant
initiatives has also generated annual cost savings of more than $835,000 at Ekati.
Furthermore, the mine has been able to
extend component life on its Caterpillar
graders, dozers, loaders, and haul trucks by
up to 25%.

New Mine Opening Creates Optimism
RESIDENTS OF HINTON have been in dire

need of some good fortune. When the Cardinal River mine was closed last year, the
town was hit incredibly hard as approximately 200 people lost their jobs.
But the news has since gotten better.
Fording Canadian Coal Trust is opening the
Cheviot Creek pit at its Cardinal River operations, resulting in employment for about 120
people in the area.
“The optimism in the town is unbelievable,” says Hinton’s Mayor Alex Galbraith,
one of those let go during the mine closure
last year.
And why shouldn’t the people of Hinton
be optimistic? The re-opening of the mine

Summer 2004

will mean stability in the area. According to
Elk Valley Coal President and CEO Jim
Popowich, strong export coal markets present an incredible opportunity to continue
operations in the area for quite some time.
“With 62 million tonnes of coal reserves
in the permit area, mining at the Cardinal
River Operations will provide jobs and economic benefits to the community for more
than 20 years,” Popowich explained.
It’s expected that Cardinal River will initially produce about 1.4 million tones of
clean coal per year, though that number
could potentially double by 2005.
“It’s not only good news for the town, but
for the employees, as well,” says Galbraith.

www.finning.ca
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ton Diamonds Inc and Finning has delivered
cost savings at Ekati Diamond Mine, where
Finning maintains the entire Caterpillar fleet.
The objective is to work as partners in
meeting or exceeding the productivity, availability and cost goals of the mine. Its vision is
to “create and continually build upon an enduring alliance that leverages the innovative
strengths of both organizations to become
leaders in mine maintenance.”
The key to the success of the alliance has
been cultural alignment between the organizations, including the use of the Six Sigma
Methodology and joint Six Sigma projects.
The Six Sigma toolkit actually consists of
two methodologies: the DMAIC (Define,
Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control)
and DMADV (Define, Measure, Analyze, Design and Verify).
“When I first came across the Six Sigma
Methodology, I thought it was a painstaking
affair, but by the end of the first project it
had proved its worth,” said Finning operations manager Gerry Drover. “It’s an excellent process and I now take the basics of an
OE (organizational engineering) approach in
almost everything I do.”
Reliability engineer Michael Houlden said
he frequently uses the skills he acquired.
“(They) helped me implement a magnetic

GROUNDBREAKER

Mining Games
Showcase
Different Breed
HANDLING A BRAND new Cat 277 multi terrain loader is
hard enough. Running the baby through an obstacle
course, well that’s even tougher yet. But imagine having
to try and zig zag in and out of pylons, do a 360, pick up a
pallet with some tires stacked on them (which you cannot
let drop) and then park your machine.
Oh yeah, and one more thing – it has to be done
backwards.
That was just one of the difficult tasks a select group of
post-secondary students from institutions all over the
country had to perform at the recently held Canadian National Mining Games.
“The 360, that was rather interesting,” says Warren Bebeau, a mining reliability engineer for Finning, who also
organized this year’s event. “Some guys were pretty disastrous, while others were smooth.”
Only the chosen anchor in teams of two operators
had to run through the obstacle course backwards on
the 277, which was donated by Finning. The object was
to get the best time but in most cases, patience will win
out over panic.
“We stress that a cleaner run is a lot better than a rushed
run with lots of penalties,” says Bebeau, preaching the importance of safety first.
Over the past 12 years, the Canadian National
Mining Games have been a showcase for some of the
country’s most adept students in the field. The annual
competition is open to any university with a mining
engineering program.
This year’s event was held at the University of Alberta
from Feb. 19-21. In all, 10 schools with a maximum of 12
students per team participated in the Games, partaking in
many different events including reclamation, mine rescue,
gold panning and surveying, among numerous others. Bebeau, a former mining engineering student who has participated in the competition himself, says that the platform is
a great opportunity for students, particularly undergrads
that are new to the field and the equipment.
The Games not only unearthed the best school, but also
the best individual competitor. Queens University’s Josh
Blancher took home honours as the best operator and won
a foot-long die cast model of a D11R tractor for his efforts.
Laurentian University earned victory in the overall competition and in addition to a little bonus money to help cover
travel costs, the team members had their names added to
the winner’s plaque.
“Just like the Stanley Cup,” says Bebeau.

BY THE NUMBERS
Number of Vancouver
residents selected for
the 2004 Athens Summer
Games Olympic Torch
Relay: 3
Number of days it will take
the relay to travel through five
continents before returning to
Greece for the final segment
of the relay: 35
Due to government
changeover and resulting
construction delays,
approximate number of
days the $136 million main
Athens Olympic stadium
will be completed prior to
the start of the games: 30
Number of visitors anticipated
at the 2010 VancouverWhistler Winter Olympic
Games: 250,000
Total economic impact in
dollars experienced by
Utah from 1996 to 2003 as
result of hosting the 2002
Games: 4,800,000,000
Number of job years of
employment created as a
result: 35,000

Percentage increase in
North America: 29
Percentage of Cat
employees involved in
Six Sigma improvement
projects: 40
Approximate number of
projects now underway:
15,000
In the semi-conductor
industry, estimated
production cost in dollars
per megabit of computing
power in 1970: 20,000
Estimated cost in dollars
per megabit in 2001: .02
Estimated cost in dollars
of active, intelligent
wireless networking and
sensing devices: .50
Percentage of children aged
nine to 12 year-olds that have
their own Web site: 9
Hits per month received
by the B.C. Road Builders
website: 40,000

Added income in dollars
for Utah workers for that
period: 1,500,000,000
Number of times a sawmill
has won Canfor's President's
Safety Award (2003 winner
Rustad Bros. Sawmill of
Prince George) in the last 17
years: 1
Percentage increase in
Cat retail machine sales
for the three months

ending February 2004
compared to the same
period last year: 16

Alberta’s anticipated
investment in dollars, in
its provincial highway network
over the next three years:
2,000,000,000
Approximate net inflow
of people to B.C. in 2003:
2,100
Last time inflow exceeded
outflow: 1997
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Articulated Truck Built for Speed
IF YOU BUILD IT, THE

beast will run. Designing a monstrous truck
to assemble and dismantle drilling rigs
may not have the same
romantic quality as
constructing a magical
baseball field of dreams
but to Bill Streeper, it’s
still a pretty cool gig.
The man behind the
Streeper Group started
working on a special
project to create a massive 8-wheel drive truck
for the contracting arm Bill Streeper stands beside his creation, an articulated dump truck with a 3406E Cat engine that can reach
speeds of up to 40 km/h.
of his operation some
the creative Streeper. Perhaps the most amazing thing about
time last April. “I wanted something that would go quickthe truck design is that he was actually able to squeeze it in
er,” he says of the huge vehicle, equipped with a 3406E Cat
at all. Time management is one of Streepers’s most necesengine that helps it reach previously unattainable speeds
sary skills. His councilor job with the Town of Fort Nelson
of 40 mph.
and director position with the Northern Rockies Regional
Streeper explains the project was hatched through a
District keep him busy enough traveling around B.C., yet
collaboration with one of his clients, EnCana, and the B.C.
somehow, he also manages to keep his nose in the five busigovernment. They wanted to see the summer workload
nesses that comprise the Streeper Group.
upped but needed the proper iron to do so. Enter Streeper’s
Bill began the journey back in 1976, when he bought
baby. The truck features a 65-ton winch and an additional
his first truck. Chances are it was a far cry from the hefty
30-ton winch, all of which are run hydraulically. Cameras
price tag for his new wheels. “By the time everything’s said
on each side and the back end are hooked up to a monitor
and done, it should be around $700,000,” Streeper says of
in the cab to aid the crew on the job. All in all, it’s quite a
the truck’s cost. “The guy’s at the Finning shop are gonna
unique piece of work.
squeal when it goes in for service.”
“He’s a visionary,” Finning rep Mike Friederici says of

It may not be the Brier or the Scott Tournament of Hearts,
but to many hard-working folks, the Wetaskiwin Farmer’s
Bonspiel is equally huge.
Early this winter, 40 rinks got together and took part in
the long-running three-day event in an effort to raise funds
for charity. Earning bragging rights was just a bonus.
“It’s one of the bigger bonspiels in Alberta,” says Finning
agricultural sales representative Dave Jones, who was so
busy taking auction bids that he didn’t even get to curl.
Well, not entirely. The 40 teams of four were each comprised of three farmers and a local businessman. Guards
were set and hammers were thrown but the charitable
component of the bonspiel was just as important as who
came out on top after the tenth end.
The 2004 edition marked the third consecutive year
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that Finning was involved in the “Bid From the Heart”
auction. Finning donated 10 hours of use of a Challenger
MT865 tractor (in fact, Jones says that last year’s auction
actually led to a direct sale, when the neighbour of the
winner liked the iron so much he decided he needed one
himself), in addition to a beautiful Cat melton jacket. The
jacket was re-auctioned 28 times and for each $10 bid,
every bidder’s name was thrown into a hat. Wetaskiwin’s
Gary Schnell eventually had his name drawn for the cozy
garment, while Chris Anderson, a farmer from the Rimbey
area, won the use of the MT865.
In all, $4,810 was raised for charity. “That was twice as
much as we raised last year,” Jones says with pride. “We
were very pleased and the club was very pleased.”
Hurry HARD!

www.finning.ca
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Curling WithA Cause in Wetaskiwin
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TwoTrue CatYellowGuys

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JESSICA FACETTE

LOYAL CAT USERS tend to get downright emotional about

their devotion to the brand. Some, like grader drivers
Doug Lang and Gary Longhe, even get competitive.
The two buddies, both of whom work for Flagstaff
County near Camrose, AB, simply love their iron but they
also get a huge kick out of collecting Cat memorabilia.
And the main goal for each
guy usually entails outdoing the other.
“It’s pride,” laughs the
50-year-old Lang. “He buys
a toy, I buy two.”
“My dad ran a grader,”
says Longhe, 43, explaining
how he came by his passion honestly. “He was always Cat this, Cat that. The
name Caterpillar just stuck
with me.
“What other machine is
there?”
You’d figure the pair
hope to run their very own
dealership some day, what
with the Cat theme they
both have going on at work
and at home. They continually fine-tune and detail
the actual machines (how
many graders have you seen
with a five-inch chrome TOP: Cat lovers Doug Lang (left)
stack?) and their shed is and Gary Longhe (right) RIGHT:
done up in the famous yel- Gary’s trophy case of Cat
low and black colours. It memorabilia.
boasts a wooden sign,
which Lang and Longhe carved themselves, Cat clocks and
even colour-coded railings and light switches.
But the work site has nothing on their homes. The
dwellings have complete areas dedicated to Cat, featuring
items they’ve accumulated from various places like the
Finning branch in Edmonton, the Cat headquarters in Peoria and even a local hardware store in Camrose.
Longhe’s wife refused to let him put his diverse collection – models, pocket watch, cuff links, cards, among others – in the china cabinet. So he built his own case.
“No one touches my models,” the protective owner says.
Lang has a fairly extensive collection himself. The 15year Flagstaff County veteran removed the living room
table to make space for his stuff. It’s an impressive mix of
buggies and graders but he knows of at least one piece
that’s missing.

“The only thing I haven’t got is a big rock truck, the one
they use in mines,” says Lang. “And I will have that. But
it’s an $800 item. I’m hoping I’ll have one at Christmas.”
Lang and Longhe have been working with Cat iron for
so many years that they have no time for any other brand.
In fact, the whole Flagstaff County crew of nine operators

has a Cat-first mentality right down to the very shoes they
wear, though none can match the commitment of the dueling friends.
“Those two are crazy,” jokes co-worker Darryl Szott, a
Cat aficionado himself.
“We’re just true yellow,” says Longhe.
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The Tech Report

The Eye
In the Sky
ANNOYANCES LIKE PREMATURE spark-

plug failures or engine coolant leaks
can become sizable operational headaches, sometimes big enough to temporarily bring natural gas-producing
processes to a grinding halt.
Glitches like these may unfortunately be par for the
course in such a complex industry but many plant operators have the fix – an Equipment Management Solution
agreement with Finning.
“Those were the kinds of
things that would shut us down
before,” says John Davidson,
Penn West’s Northern Area Production Superintendent. “None of
them are insurmountable but they
were affecting run times.”
And time, as we know, is money.
In the natural gas industry, we’re talking considerable amounts of revenue.
Whenever one of the compressor engines situated along Alberta’s natural
gas pipelines goes down, the associated
operational and loss of production costs
can mount to $12,000 per hour.
Suffice it to say that keeping the big
beasts humming, for as long as possible,
is top priority. “One of the major goals
is to achieve lower operating costs to
production ratios and thus reducing
overall life cycle costing,” says George
Eljaalouk, a technical service manager
at Finning who leads Finning Power
Systems’ Equipment Management Operation Centre.
Makes sense, right? In the past couple of years, Finning’s EM Centre has
done just that for thankful gas industry
10
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clients. Companies now enjoy much
more peace of mind as the EM Operation Centre continuously monitors their
Caterpillar gas compression engines,
equipped with sensors, via satellite.
The five-person EM team retrieves
data on the 20 odd clients’ engines –
each of which are outfitted with
approximately

50 sensors – every 15 minutes on a daily basis, updating various
information like temperature, pressure,
compression stages, combustion and vibration. Between the constant stream of
data and the on-site field technicians
who perform extensive check-sheet reports, potential problems are addressed
quickly and therefore result in less
down time.
Top-end overhauls, which may entail the replacement of major components like cylinder heads can be done
every 35,000 hours. The EM team also
ex-rays components, tests hardness and
performs non-destructive testing in
order to determine not only any prob-

lem area, but also the maximum life of
the parts. For example, a customer
might go 40,000 hours between cylinder head change-outs, whereas that
would have had to occur every 24,000
prior to the introduction of EM.
“Our run times have improved,
which increases our sales,” Davidson
says of Penn West’s 3600 series
engines.
Though Penn West is in
the process of determining
the cost effectiveness of their
participation with the EM
service, Davidson says there
certainly has been a positive
effect. Just having the on-site
field technician alone has
expedited any necessary repair process. With a remote
work site situated some 230
kilometres northeast of Ft.
Nelson (home of the nearest
Finning branch), the old system of having to call a rep in
was painstaking to say the least.
But for the past year or so, a technician has been on-site at their
disposal. Less fuss. Less down time.
“It was three hours on a good day,”
Davidson says of the long haul from the
branch. “From my standpoint, Finning
changed the way they provided our
service for the better. It’s a much more
proactive product than before.”
More than 10 relatively large companies have signed on for EM since its introduction in 2001. “It’s more than a
maintenance program – it’s an investment,” says Eljaalouk, who suggests
that maintenance is the vehicle, not the
goal. “Customers love it. What it does is
take the liability away from the customer’s side and on to Finning, where it
should be, and provides the equipment
reliability that customers expect.”
www.finning.ca

ILLUSTRATION BY ALINE GAUTHIER

A PROBLEM WITH A PIPELINE COMPRESSION ENGINE CAN BE COSTLY
BUT AS DAVID DICENZO FINDS OUT, FINNING HAS A SOLUTION USING
SATELLITE TECHNOLGY THAT PUTS OPERATORS’ MINDS AT EASE.

Profile

YELLOWIRON
New Products and Services from Finning

B-SERIES ARRIVES
B-series Caterpillar skid steer loaders and multi-terrain loaders are now available. Key design changes
include Tier II compliant engines with more performance and horsepower, improved operator environment, more high flow options and improved
serviceability and reliability.

FINNING FILTER CLEANER SAVES
Reduce your operating costs with Finning’s air filter
cleaning system, an exclusive, dry-type cleaning
process that uses air and a vacuum to clean your filters, meaning no chemicals, liquids or hazardous
materials are used. As a result, filter elements can be
safely cleaned and re-used up to eight times.

MY S•O•S ONLINE
Finning’s offers you My S•O•S Online, the industry
leading, customized web-enabled reporting service
where you can access S•O•S fluid analysis results
for your equipment – whether a single unit or an entire fleet – all through a simple, user-friendly interface. For more information visit www.finning.ca.

VERSATILE CAT-POWERED
WHEELED TRACTORS
Wheeled tractors from 50 to 125 HP are now available. These rugged machines – built to the toughest
quality standards in the industry – stretch the limits
of productivity and performance. All backed by service you can count on. Call 1-888-FINNING.
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Dwayne Carson, Coastland Wood Industries’ log yard
supervisor, aboard the custom painted Cat 966F wheel loader.
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THE POWER
OFTHEFLAME
Coastland Wood proves that custom paint
jobs can boost both bottom line and morale

BY BILL TICE

WAYNE CARSON HAS always loved flames.
Ever since he was a kid growing up in Fort
Nelson, B.C., they have been his trademark
signature, appearing on everything from his
clothing to his toys. As a young adult, the
flames appeared on his beloved 1979 black
and silver Ford F-150 pick-up truck. There, etched on the
rear window panel was a horse with, you guessed it, flames
as its mane and tail.
Today, Carson hasn’t changed a bit. The F-150 is still
part of his now, much larger truck collection, and he is still
adding graphic flames to all of his treasures, but the treasures these days are vastly larger. Two of his more recent
projects include a Caterpillar 320C butt-n-top loader and a
Caterpillar 966F wheel loader. As log yard supervisor at
Coastland Wood Industries, a 325 million square ft. (3/8 in.
basis) per year veneer producer located on the waterfront
in Nanaimo, B.C., Carson is responsible for all the iron in
the yard including these two machines.
But when it comes to his work toys, Carson has a more
practical side. “Half of our logs come in by salt water, and
the salt plays havoc on our equipment,” explains Carson.
“The plastic paint we used for the custom paint jobs helps
to protect the machines against this element.” He’s referring
to the Cat iron described above that underwent custom
paint jobs. The work was done at Island Truck and Auto, a
local heavy-duty paint and body shop, where each of the
Cats spent three to four days being sprayed and treated
with a special two-part plastic paint that covers the entire
car body. The new paint job helps repel corrosion caused

by salt water.
Carson has found that an added bonus of custom painting the Cat equipment is the pride the operators have in the
gear. “These machines look good,” notes Carson. “We finished the paint jobs in early 2002 and the two machines
still look like they are brand new, so the operators take
extra special care of them, right down to sweeping the cab
floor at the end of their shift. These two machines are also
easy to keep clean on the outside, because the plastic paint
repels the elements better than regular paint. The reality of
it is that, if the equipment looks good, the operators take
better care of it, and that has an effect on our bottom line
because our equipment lasts longer.”
The other pieces of equipment Carson is responsible for
includes a Cat 938G rubber tire wheel loader, which has
specially designed forks for handling peeler blocks for the
mill, a 972G rubber tire wheel loader, Series I and Series II
980G wheel loaders and a brand new 330C butt-n-top
loader. Coastland’s fleet of log yard equipment handles well
over one million cubic metres of wood annually, including
750,000 metres that is consumed by the two-line veneer mill
alone. An additional 400,000 cubic metres is evenly split
between custom chipping and resale. Coastland, which
started-up in 1988 with just 60 employees, now has over 200
employees and annual sales in excess of $100 million. The
company also has a custom veneer drying plant on Annacis
Island, near Vancouver.
Not all of the equipment at Coastland receives the special
paint treatment. It is reserved for machines that will be in
service for longer periods of time. The mill is a 24/7 opera-

D
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THE POWER OF THE FLAME

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E

tion and much of the equipment will
work three shifts per day. Coastland
turns over the Cat equipment at 12,000
hours, which translates into about 30
to 36 months for a machine that is running on this type of schedule.
“With the kind of turnover we
have, it is not necessary for us to
spend $5,000 to $6,000 on custom
paint for every machine that comes in
here,” explains Carson. “The machines that we have had custom
painted only work one shift per day
and only have two operators – the
main operator, and a back-up operator. These machines will be here for a
while so it is definitely worth the
extra investment.”
A number of other pieces of Coastland’s Cat equipment have been mechanically customized over the past
few years, starting in the mid-1990s
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TOP AND MIDDLE: A Cat 980 wheel loader,
with a full load of logs, heads up the ramp
from Coastlands’ yard to the mill. Below, the
980G in action in the yard.
BOTTOM: The custom painted 966F wheel
loader equipped with an Allu 423 double
engine processing attachment. The Allu handles approximately 500 m3 of wood waste
every day.

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E

Custom Job Goes
Beyond Paint

C

The custom painted 320C, in action in the yard, sorts logs. The
butt-n-top loader is equipped with a full Weldco package, including
a forestry cab, a longer boom and stick, and a butt-n-top grapple.

when they converted a Cat 320 sewer and water machine
to a butt-n-top loader. More recently, the 320C with the
custom paint job was also customized mechanically to
meet the mill’s requirements. “On the 320C, we had a full
Weldco package installed, including a forestry cab,” explains Carson. “The package also included a longer boom
and stick, and a butt-n-top grapple, which lengthened the
reach by three feet, from 33 to 36.”
The other custom painted machine, the 966F wheel
loader, was fitted with an Allu 423 double engine processing attachment, which the mill uses to handle approximately 500 cubic metres of wood waste every day. In the
past six years, Coastland has had four of the Finnish-built
Allu’s, including the first one sold in North America. The
Allu replaces the bucket on loaders and excavators, and
can be used for screening, crushing, mixing and aerating
many types of materials.
“Finning has given us 100% when it comes to helping
us meet our goals with the custom-built machines,” notes
Carson. “Their engineering team never says ‘maybe you
shouldn’t do that’. They always find a way. The service is
excellent, the support is awesome, and they go that extra
mile for us.”
Finning sales representative Matt Laing adds that
Coastland’s relationship with Finning is definitely a two
way street. “Coastland Wood Industries, and Dwayne in
particular, are great to work with,” he says. “They know
the equipment, they know its capabilities and they know
what they need it to do for them.”
Despite the extra expense of customizing equipment,
Carson has the full support of his boss, vice president of

oastland Industries’ Dwayne Carson’s customization
projects often go beyond paint. The latest is the Cat
330C butt-n-top, which was delivered last month. While it
didn’t receive the special paint treatment, it is still very
much a custom machine.
“The new butt-n-top will primarily be used for picking
logs out of the water,” says Carson. “We specified a
longer boom with extra reach so that the operator can
reach out and down for logs. Because of this, we added a
wider Weldco undercarriage that provides the machine
with more stability. Being able to reach lower and farther is
very important to us because the logs we need to access
are in tidal water. When the tide goes down, the operators
still need to be able to reach logs in order to feed the mill
and keep production moving.”
At times, the tide is just too low to pick logs out of the
water, so the operators often deck logs on the beach. To
allow the operators to have a full view of the decked wood,
which is often stacked 40 feet high, Coastland worked
with Finning’s engineering department in Vancouver to develop a sloped, clear roof for the 330C. The roof is manufactured from shatterproof safety glass. “The engineers at
Finning are just great to work with,” adds Carson. “They
find out exactly what we need and then they find a way to
build it for us.”
The new 330C also has a custom butt-n-top grapple
that was designed and built by IMAC, with input from
Coastland. The IMAC tool was made for salt water and
includes full floating pins that are capped on each end
with a grease nipple. This keeps the grease in and the salt
water out. Because it was designed for a marine application, the grapple also features replaceable zinc strips,
which are bolted to the grapple. The salt attacks and
corrodes the weaker zinc, instead of the steel, and then
the zinc strips are replaced as necessary.

forest operations Barry Simpson. “As long as Dwayne can
support his case, I am behind him all the way,” says
Simpson. “Customizing our equipment has paid off for
us in terms of efficiency and lower maintenance costs
and Dwayne is always researching ways to lengthen the
life of our yard equipment.”
As far as Carson is concerned, he has the perfect job.
He gets to customize equipment with the support of his
boss, and he gets to put flames on all of his toys, both at
home and at work. “I like the Cat yellow,” notes Carson.
“I just like to kick it up a notch, and as far as the flames
go, they make the equipment look like it’s moving fast,
even if it’s not.”
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The Maserati of Milling Machines
Respected contractor enters road milling market with top-of-the-line machine
BY ROBIN BRUNET

T

respected general contractors, didn’t
consider adding road milling to its
scope of work until a few years ago,
when it became clear that the resurfacing market could accommodate another spread. “Until now, we subcontracted the milling work. Many of our
thoroughfares in the Lower Mainland
are in poor shape, some to the point
where successive layers of asphalt
have raised the road higher than the
gutter,” says general manager George
Turi. “We waited until the economy
turned around before deciding what

kind of milling equipment to buy earlier this year. Fortunately, the people at
Finning made the choice easy for us.”
That is because Minerbio, Italy-based
Bitelli, which first began producing static rollers in the 1930s and advanced
hydraulic transmission controls for
vibrating compactors in the 1970s, is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Caterpillar.
“Cat acquired the company four years
ago as part of our commitment to the
road building industry worldwide,”
says Finning sales representative Marc
de Boer. “Its asphalt pavers, cold planers

In a parking lot in Coquitlam B.C., operator John Scomazzon and the Bitelli SF200 grind down damaged areas. The material is then recycled and the
parking lot repaired.
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built
in the same region of Italy
as Maserati automobiles,
and it boasts comparable
manufacturing standards.
Like the legendary sports
car, the SF200 eats up the road – only
the SF200 does it literally. Just ask
crews at Coquitlam, B.C.-based Jack
Cewe Ltd., who are using the 29,000 kg
machine to mill the asphalt on streets
that require resurfacing throughout the
Lower Mainland.
Jack Cewe Ltd., one of B.C.’s most
HE BITELLI SF200 IS

and compactors set the standard for
durable road equipment, and the SF200
raises the bar in terms of its asphalt
milling capabilities.”
Road resurfacing is a highly economic method of street repair. Instead
of digging up the entire road bed,
milling machines are used to grind
down the damaged street surface, leaving the curb facing exposed. Trucks
then carry the milled material either to
industrial and commercial sites for
yard surfacing or back to the asphalt
plant where it is recycled into usable
paving matter. The missing few inches
of asphalt is mechanically installed
and then compacted. Apart from giving
roads new life, milling and re-paving
also helps surface drainage by providing more efficient grading paths for
water run-offs into nearby sewers.
Finning hosted a group of paving
contractors earlier this year at the
Caterpillar proving grounds in Tucson,
Arizona where 35 machines from small
rollers to big pavers were demonstrated
in a tightly-choreographed fashion.
“The Bitelli stood out from the pack,”
recalls Turi. “It was exceptionally well
built and thought out.”
But what really cemented the deal
for Turi was Finning’s renowned backup support, which extends to specialty
machines like the SF200. “That was
part of the original purchase agreement
with Bitelli four years ago,” says de
Boer. “The company had confidence in
our servicing capabilities, and in Jack
Cewe’s case, the know-how of our Surrey branch came into play. We not only
fully support the SF200, we can tie it
in with the loaders and tractors in
order to develop a complete road resurfacing ‘train.’” The Jack Cewe purchase
included a Cat 248 high-flow skid steer
with hydraulic capacity to run frontend attachments like a cold planer, as
well as two 980Gs.

The same SF200 that was demonstrated in Tucson arrived in Coquitlam
in February, but before it could be put
to use, the Jack Cewe crew underwent
a month of training to familiarize themselves with the machine. “We also
hired a new crew, five people altogether, including foreman Denny Johnson
and operator John Scomazzon,” says
Turi. “On any site we would also have
a sweeper operator, someone running
the skid steer and a ground man.”
Since arriving in B.C., the SF200
has completed four small tie-in jobs,
and at press time it was involved in its
first substantial undertaking: the resurfacing of seven residential streets in
Burnaby. Denny Johnson, who has extensive experience with the Cat 465, is
amazed by the ruggedness of the Bitelli machine. “We are currently performing full-depth removal of two to 10
inches, and not once has the SF200
bogged down in severe conditions,” he
says. “By comparison, other machines
would plug up. But the Bitelli has a
two-metre drum width that is not offset like other milling units, so it really
eats up asphalt.”
In the unlikely chance the SF200
were to plug up, a unique feature
would render cleaning the machine a
simple task. Johnson explains: “The
conveyor has a reverse belt. If a chunk
of asphalt were to get caught between
the belt and the wheels, we would simply reverse it out. With other machines
you have to go in with a pick and chip
away the chunk.”
Johnson adds: “Compared with
other machines I’ve handled, the
SF200 is somewhat heavier, the engine
is a bit more powerful, and all in all it
is much easier to operate.”
Turi is especially happy with what
he calls the SF200’s “urban” features:
“It has terrific crabbing capabilities,”
he says, referring to the machine’s dex-

George Turi, general manager of Jack
Cewe Ltd.

terity in maneuvering in tight spaces.
“The conveyor can fold up on itself
and the canopy can collapse hydraulically. It also has a front-mouth instead
of a rear-mouth discharge, meaning
trucks work in front of the machine
and can exit into the general flow of
traffic instead of against it. All these
features are vital in tight city streets or
residential spaces.”
In fact, Turi is so impressed by the
Bitelli that he is already looking forward to another purchase. “What with
the 2010 Olympics and further economic recovery resulting in projects
being fast-tracked, we think one SF200
won’t be enough for us.”
Meantime, de Boer and his colleagues are basking in the introduction
of the SF200 to Western Canada. “Competitors and the resurfacing industry in
general are taking a close look at how
Jack Cewe is using the machine,” he
says. “We’re proud of the way it is handling but not the least bit surprised: versatility and durability is what Bitelli
manufacturing is all about.”
Summer 2004
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The Wood Mulcher
Northern Alberta contractors blaze a trail with their innovative wood-mulching attachment
BY DAVID D I C E N Z O

a bit of trial and error, a point to
which Albert and Kevin Benson
can surely attest. The two brothers,
owners of NEC Contractors Ltd. in
Lac La Biche, Alta., had themselves
a great idea when they decided to attach a mulching head to their Cat D6R
LGP (low ground pressure) tractor for
land clearing work in the oilfield business. But once their machine was finally ready to go, one of the company’s operators encountered a bit of a problem.
“The engine sits so high at the back,”
says Albert, the salesman of the sibling
contracting team. “We backed right into
Kevin’s pickup truck on the first day.”
“Nothing that $6,000 couldn’t fix,”
Kevin says with a chuckle.
No real harm done – other than a
jolt to the operator’s ego. And Kevin’s
bank account, perhaps. The Bensons
quickly remedied the visibility problem by installing a video camera into
the tractor’s cab, allowing them to get a
better glimpse of what goes on around
them while the modified D6R is in use.
Albert and Kevin come by their creative ways honestly. Twenty years ago,
they took over the business from their
father, who was always quick to try
something new with what was then
mostly a logging operation, be it introducing the use of tree shears or a
loader. The younger Bensons have only
expanded the scope over the years and
now, NEC Contractors Ltd. is able to
perform a wide variety of work, from
lease preparation and road building to
reclamation and heavy equipment
transport, among other jobs.
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Of course, the mulching of tree
stumps is a relatively new thing for the
earth-moving Benson duo. It began
when the province’s Ministry of Sustainable Resources expressed a need to
deal with leftover wood in the oilpatch in a much more environmentally
friendly manner. In NEC’s case, the
company follows the path of independent salvagers who usually log
areas in three-acre parcels, leaving
behind stumps, deadwood and unsalvageable timber. The old method entailed ripping the tree stumps out of
the ground, breaking them up into
pieces and then burning them, which

produced carcinogens and wreaked
general havoc on the surrounding environment. Mulching was a more
favourable solution, but no one out
there was really doing it.
So the Bensons tackled the project
themselves. They first started looking
for a machine at ground level that
could handle the severe conditions
they typically face.
“Eighty per cent of our work is done
in frost conditions,” Kevin points out.
The Bensons consulted with clients
and in time, they had stripped down
their D6R, removing the ripper, the
blade and the C-frame. What was left

NEC Contractors’ Kevin Benson, who along with his brother Albert, created the wood-mulching
attachment that is the first of its kind in the Alberta oilfield.
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NNOVATION SOMETIMES REQUIRES

mirers out there. Since
they got their stumpmulching tractor going in
July of 2003, other companies have followed suit. It
only shows that NEC is
doing it right.
“We don’t have to sell
the machine at all,” Kevin
says of the trend-setting
product. “We just have to
get it out there.
“It will mulch anything
that’s been logged,” he
adds. “We haven’t come
across anything we could
not mulch.”
For the Bensons, staying a step ahead of the
competition is certainly
meaningful but in this particular case, they can also
feel good about coming up
with a design that makes a
The wood-mulching attachment, on a Cat D6R, at work in the oilfield in northeastern Alberta, near Lac La Biche.
positive impact on the enwas a bare tractor, with cab and
who wanted to move away from the
vironment as opposed to solely encanopy. They had approached Connastier process of burning stumps. “We
hancing the bottom line. By mulching
struction Technology Inc. in Oklahoma
went in there and mulched it all –
the stumps, the remnants are worked
to create the proposed attachment and
turned it into top soil.”
into the ground and the soil is much
eventually bolted up a new, redesigned
“They’re always looking for new
healthier than what resulted from the
C-frame. Used to crush rocks, the
ways to drum up business,” says
old burning methods. “It’s pretty excit$450,000 attachment has 140 ultraFinning’s Darryl Plouffe, who’s been
ing,” says Kevin.
sturdy teeth and sports a massive 10working with NEC for the past three
Such a detailed approach to the
foot head, which is driven by a Cat C15
years. “It’s a very, very competitive
business means that the brothers have
3406.
market in that neck of the woods.”
little time for recreation, though they do
“That’s why we picked Cat,” Kevin
Plouffe says that innovative clients
occasionally put in some hours on their
says of both the engine and the tractor
like the Bensons make the job both rehobby farms when the opportunity arisitself, two of many brand pieces they
warding and challenging, as they cones. Most of the schedule is devoted to
own. “We know our Cat.”
stantly seek out ways to take the busiimproving NEC Contractors Ltd. and in
And the development process was
ness to another level. It’s his
turn, making life as simple as possible
fairly quick – just two and half months
responsibility to keep pace with them.
for their existing clients. Those are tasks
were needed before Albert and Kevin
“That’s the fun part,” says Plouffe.
the Bensons have no problem with.
saw their idea come to life in the sumThe modified tractor has translated
“The whole oilfield business is
mer of 2003. “The machine was reinto a big boost for NEC, a company
changing and you have to keep up,”
markable,” says Kevin. “It’s like a huge
with about 30 pieces of iron and an
Albert says. And if that means dealing
rototiller in your garden.”
equal number of employees. If imitawith a few hiccups every now and
“What it did was open a new wintion is truly the sincerest form of flatthen, like a hearty ding to a nearby
dow,” Benson adds, referring to a client
tery, then the Bensons have a few adpickup truck, so be it.
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Safety First

Creating
a New Safety
Landscape
SWEEPING CHANGES IN new federal

legislation on health and safety that
will affect every organization and
every worker in Canada came into
effect last month.
Bill C-45 creates an amendment to
the Criminal Code of Canada whereby employers and their representatives will be held responsible if injury or death occurs as
a result of recklessly putting workers in danger.
Organizations and individuals representing employers who fail to take reasonable steps to prevent
workplace accidents can be
held liable for the crimes.
The legislation is a
response to the recommendations that came out of an
inquiry into the deaths of 26 miners at the Westray mine in Nova
Scotia in 1992 and a 2002 report
of the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and
Human Rights on workplace safety
and corporate liability.
According to Justice Canada lawyer
Greg Yost, the changes will affect virtually everyone in an organization – from
the members of the board of directors
and the company president to foremen
and even to a senior worker who is
asked to, or offers to, mentor a new employee. All of those people are directing
work either by the nature of their jobs
or because they have chosen to take on
the responsibility.
20
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“The legislation imposes a legal
duty on all those who direct work, including employers, to take reasonable
measures to protect employees and
public safety. Wanton or reckless disregard of this duty causing death or bodily harm would result in a charge of
criminal negligence,” explains a media
release on the new law.
Both the organization and the
individual can

be charged with criminal negligence, then tried. However, because
the offence is a criminal one, the
Crown (government) would have to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
the accused, in directing the work,
showed a “wanton and reckless” disregard of the worker’s safety.
The new law looks at the structure
of organizations differently than has
been the case in other legislation. For
example, the definition of “organization” has expanded to include a public
body, a partnership, a volunteer association or a trade union.

Bill C-45 brings some harsh penalties for both organizations and individuals convicted of criminal negligence.
Fines for organizations can be unlimited. As well, the new law establishes a
host of sentencing options. These include restitution orders or probation,
where the organization has to report to
the court or be monitored by appropriate agencies. For individuals, it can
mean a prison term of up to 10
years for causing an injury or
life for causing death in addition to a fine.
A judge would decide, when
looking at all the factors, whether
there was wanton or reckless
disregard of duty that caused
an injury or death, explains
Yost. It could, for example, be a
case of the person knowing an
action or procedure was wrong and
ordering it done that way anyway –
either to save time or money.
At a project manager level, if that
manager doesn’t provide fall protection
where it’s needed because it costs too
much, then the manager exposes himself and his employer to charges of
criminal negligence if someone was
hurt or killed. At the worker level, if the
foreman decides the crew will work in
earth trenches and doesn’t ensure proper trenching procedures are followed
and a worker dies, the foreman and the
organization could be liable.
For a crime like fraud, which
requires intent, the law provides new
guidelines for deciding when the organization is responsible for the actions of
its employees. For example, a company
president could direct a worker to purchase cheap stolen goods. While the organization and the president would be
criminally liable, the worker would not
be held responsible.
www.finning.ca
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KERRY TREMBLAY DISCOVERS THAT THE RECENTLY ENACTED
“WESTRAY BILL” PUTS THE BURDEN OF RESPONSIBILITY SQUARELY
ON THE SHOULDERS OF ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR OFFICIALS.
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SPECIAL REPORT
The ability to rent the
equipment you need for a
specific job and period of
time has provided contractors
of all sizes with the tools and
flexibility required to bid
for a wider variety of jobs.
Contractors have taken
note of the opportunities
as equipment rentals have
skyrocketed. In North America
in 1982, equipment rentals
generated revenues of $614
million. By next year, that
number should reach an
astounding $40 billion.

EquipmentRentals
22
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It began during the
reconstruction of
Europe. Now, it’s a
common business
practice.

24

Three Finning
customers explain
how renting helped
them get where
they are.
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Renting On
the Rise
BY ROBIN BRUNET

Renting heavy equipment
began in Europe but the
idea has caught on
this side of the Atlantic.
The market has grown
by more than 2,000% in
less than 20 years.

There isn’t much that can’t be rented
anymore. Below, on a construction site in
Port Moody, B.C., Matcon Excavating’s Chris
Harper operates a Bomag BP 35/38
reversible plate compactor. In the
background sits an Ingersoll Rand 185 tow
behind compressor. At right, the Cat Rental
Store’s Elio Cardarelli operates a Cat
CS-433C in Coquitlam, B.C.
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INNING INTERNATIONAL INC. CEO DOUG WHITEHEAD IS KEENLY AWARE

that the world is becoming a renter’s market. “Over 70% of
heavy equipment across the United Kingdom goes to rentals,
not sales,” he told the press last November. “Rentals will play
an increasingly important role for us, not just in the U.K.
(thanks to Finning’s purchase of British rental giant Hewden
Stuart) but in North America as well.”
Indeed, more people are outsourcing equipment than ever
before. Many industry analysts estimate that the North American rental market
will see revenues of more than $40 billion by 2005, compared to $21 billion in
1998 and just $614 million in 1982.
The first people to significantly replace owned machines with rentals were
contractors in the building trades. In Europe, the market for rentals originated in
post-World War II England, when a lot of heavy equipment was governmentowned and leased to cash-strapped users in order to rebuild cities and galvanize
the economy. The European rental market thrives today because the high cost of
living gives medium-sized contractors little chance to acquire decent machine
inventories. But why is the market expanding so quickly on this continent?
Simply put, competition among rental firms has kept rates low and brought
increased selection and availability to the rental yard. Which is fortuitous, since
a growing number of contractors now seek a wider variety of jobs. “These days,
contractors must work within margins as tight as 3 to 5%, so renting the right

www.finning.ca
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To Rent or Not to Rent?

tools for the right job becomes imperative,” says Harry Hoyer,
general manager of The Cat Rental Store network.
Caterpillar launched the Rental Store concept in the U.S.
in 1997 in order to leverage the strength of the Caterpillar
name, build awareness of Cat in a new business and unify
the identity of dealers in the business. Hoyer, whose outlets
have expanded from one to 25 across Western Canada in just
32 months, adds: “You can liken the growth of this market to
the way the big-box retail chains have developed. A lot of
small and medium-sized outlets have amalgamated or been
acquired by bigger firms, and big firms with a national scope
have big buying power, big capitalization power and overhead efficiencies. So the operating cost structure is kept
down, and clients are the big winner.”
Cat distinguishes itself by focusing on local needs. “We
operate on a regional model,” says Hoyer. “Unlike some companies that offer the same equipment country-wide, we understand the requirements of clients in B.C. and Alberta and
tailor our inventory and rental contracts accordingly.”
In most cases, a rental costs more for a particular job than
if the machine was owned. However, when the cost of all
jobs are added together at the end of the year, the renter typically finds he has spent less money compared to the owner
because he hasn’t had to deal with maintenance, storage or
other equipment costs. A basic rule of thumb is that equipment must be in use for at least 70% of its life span in order
to justify the cost of ownership; if not, then it is cheaper to
rent (see sidebar).
What construction equipment is rented the most? The online provider of rental quotes, Rentmaker, says earthmoving
machines clearly lead the way. Hydraulic excavators come
first, followed by backhoes, dozers, skid-steer loaders and
wheeled loaders. Even smaller equipment like compact excavators is being sought. “There is an amazing latitude of machines to choose from, virtually no job that a rental company
can’t provide for,” says Hoyer.
Although the rental industry is still highly fragmented, with
several small and medium players mixed in with larger,
national companies, most experts believe consolidation will
continue for the next decade, providing customers even more
selection. “We plan to open several new Cat Rental Stores
every year for at least the next few years,” says Hoyer. “We will
continue to focus on providing the right tools to the right customer accompanied by the right financial package.”

rguments for renting are compelling. For example,
you can write off 100% of the rental cost in the
year the expense is acquired (as opposed to purchasing and then depreciating the equipment over several
years). You also save on the cost of equipment maintenance, storage and insurance. To top it off, you operate
new equipment that’s unlikely to break down on the job.
But you can get a better idea about whether or
not you should rent by asking yourself three basic
questions:
1. What is the likelihood you will use a specific piece
of equipment on a regular or near-regular basis? The
more the equipment is likely to be used, the more sense
it makes to purchase it outright.
2. How competitive is the rental market in your
region? How aggressive are the dealerships likely
to be for your business? Equipment manufacturers like
Caterpillar offer favourable rent-to-own or low-financing
purchase options.
3. How seasonal is your business? In general, it
makes no sense to purchase equipment that will sit in
a yard for more than a few months in the year, as both
maintenance and insurance costs are being incurred
on a non-performing asset.

The chart below helps determine if renting or
buying, and in what condition, best fits your needs.
For example, if you need a piece of iron for less than
100 days/year and intend to use it for less than 1,200
hours, renting is likely the best option for you.
THE BEST SOLUTION
(New – Semi-New – Used – Rental)
2 hrs/day

300
PRESENCE (days/year)
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A

USED

4 hrs/day

6 hrs/day

SEMI-NEW
8 hrs/day

NEW
200
10 hrs/day

100

20 hrs/day

RENTAL

500

1000

1500

2000

USE (hours/year)
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SPECIAL REPORT
EQUIPMENT RENTALS

It Is for Everyone
From the smallest to the
largest contractor, renting
equipment can be the
solution to any of a
number of problems or
challenges. Three
customers explain how
renting helps them.

D

UANE LEPTICH, OWNER OF EDMONTON-BASED MAXIM EXCAVAT-

ing, is a mid-sized contractor whose access to rental
equipment has enabled him to survive tough economic
times. “I’ve been renting ever since I launched my company 10 years ago and avoided all the problems associated
with owning a large inventory,” he says. “I’ve never needed to spend hordes of cash on maintenance, I’ve minimized my losses when machines sit idle, and I’ve been
able to use my cash flow to ride out economic downturns,” he says.
But firms with large inventories benefit equally well from renting. Randy
Orydzuk, general foreman for the North American Construction Group, is currently supervising 80 workers on the Syncrude UE-1 project 480 km north of Edmonton. “We’re doing heavy earth moving for Syncrude using our own machines, but we decided to rent power generators for areas up here that have no
land lines,” he says. “We’re renting 30 units from the Cat Rental Store alone.”
Because rental outlets are abundantly stocked with specialty as well as mainstream items, the business has evolved from merely dispensing equipment to
solving problems for clients. Even in the farthest-flung outlet, store managers
help clients determine how rentals fit into their overall business plan and select
the most useful machine for a specific task. Harry Hoyer, general manager of the
Cat Rental Store network, notes: “If ownership makes sense, we won’t push
rentals. If rentals make sense, we take the extra effort to learn what kind of work
the client is doing and what he wants to be involved in down the road.”
People like Hoyer go so far as to determine the preferences of a client’s opera-

Maxim Excavating’s Kevin Leptich, operates a rented Cat TH 83 with a zoom boom at a
construction site in Edmonton.
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BY ROBIN BRUNET

SPECIAL REPORT
EQUIPMENT RENTALS

A small fleet of rented equipment, including from left to right a Cat 262, a 303.5 and a TH 83, enables Maxim Excavating to do the excavation work
required before landscaping the VentaCare seniors home in Edmonton.

tors. “You don’t want someone accustomed to using a twolever wobble stick operating something that has a three-lever
foot-swing control, because it will reduce productivity. And
on-site productivity is our mutual objective.”
The North American Construction Group already has the
wherewithal to complete a project as complex as Syncrude
UE-1 efficiently and effectively but the company relies on
rentals to eliminate potential headaches not directly associated with the job. “We’ve been working on this site for three
years now, and it’s enough of a challenge for us to maintain
our fleet for the earth moving, underground piping and pilings driving that we perform daily,” says Orydzuk. “By rent-

ing power generators for our basic living needs, we don’t
need to employ additional mechanics. It’s just one more
thing we don’t have to worry about.”
Maxim Excavating’s Leptich says independent contractors
entering the market spend most of their time scrambling to
build a client base and can’t afford a big hit on their bottom
line. He credits the rental trade for helping establish his business in 1994: “Even though there were no Cat (Rental) Stores
back then, I rented from anybody I could and gradually made
a name for myself.” Today, Leptich owns a small but reliable
fleet including a 950 Cat loader and two Cat skid steers, and
his specialty is performing environmental clean-ups on dis-
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SPECIAL REPORT
EQUIPMENT RENTALS

“If any job requires small machinery, I automatically rent. I rented a mini-hoe from
Cat...used (it) for 5 months. That alone was an enormous cost-savings.”
– Duane Leptich, Maxim Excavating
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Maxim Excavating’s Duane Leptich says renting equipment has enabled
him to survive the toughter times he’s seen in the 10 years he’s owned
and operated his business.

unit and little time would be lost. Their servicing policies are
just as good as those for purchased equipment.” He adds that
cost control is easy with rentals because when equipment is
returned undamaged, the amount shown on the invoice is
the only accountable cost figure you pay. “I can’t imagine
doing business without them.”
Hoyer concludes: “The market is booming because we develop relationships with customers and offer solutions to a
host of problems. That goes for all levels of contractors, no
matter their size or the work they do.”
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used gas stations - an adjunct to the culvert and bridge excavation he routinely undertakes.
The rental trade has allowed many contractors without
deep pockets to diversify their project range and/or expand
their volume of work as is the case with Maxim. “I’ve been
steadily expanding the volume of my work since 1994,
which is remarkable given the market downturns we’ve suffered,” says Leptich. “If any job requires small machinery, I
automatically rent – I don’t even consider purchasing. Last
summer I rented a mini-hoe from Cat in order to excavate for
a seniors’ facility. I used the machine for five months, and
when the job was done the unit was out of my yard right
away instead of gathering dust. That alone was an enormous
cost-savings.” Cost-savings are also achieved prior to a job:
The Cat Rental Store doesn’t deliver equipment until a project commences, which is vital in situations where starting
dates continuously change.
The regular upgrading of rental fleets and the intense
maintenance performed on them is especially important to
Dave Redgate, general manager of Slave Lake-based Seguin
Construction, a medium-sized firm that handles everything
from oil field to large road construction. “We’ve been renting
from Cat ever since it opened its first store and we rely on its
inventory being in tip-top shape, because if a single piece of
rental equipment breaks down in a road building ‘train’, for
example, then at least six other machines working in tandem
with that unit sit idle as well,” he says.
Like Orydzuk, Redgate rents specialty machines so he can
devote his energy towards his 45-piece inventory of Cat
scrapers, dozers, excavators and other units. “Renting enables us to focus on the maintenance of our own stuff, which
is an on-going challenge cost-wise because we have our fair
share of off-seasons that impact our bottom line,” he says.
Even though Redgate has been in the construction trade
for only eight years, he marvels at the selection of machinery
available today compared to 1996. “We borrow everything
from smooth-drum rollers to packers and heating equipment
for tank pads,” he says. “The size and nature of our projects
change at a drop of a hat: one minute we’ll be doing site
reclamation, the next we’ll be working on airport roads. So
the range of inventory provided by rental outlets is especially
attractive to us. And, like I said, each item is new and
trouble-free.”
Leptich boasts that nothing he has rented from The Cat
Rental Store has ever broken down. “But if something did go
wrong, the company would be right there with a replacement

Yesterday/Today
THE DEATH OF PULL-TYPE SCRAPERS HAS BEEN GREATLY EXAGGERATED. KEITH HADDOCK EXPLAINS HOW ONE COMPANY TOOK THE
CONCEPT TO A HIGHER LEVEL, SAVING TIME AND MONEY.

PHOTOGRAPHY SUPPLIED BY KEITH HADDOCK

Back to the
Future
JUST WHEN WE thought the pull-type
scraper was obsolete, contractors are
taking another look at this age-old
method of pulling scrapers with
crawler tractors. Why? After all, Caterpillar discontinued its pull-type
scraper line 30 years ago as contractors
switched into more cost-effective tools
for moving dirt on short and medium
hauls. Motor scrapers and latterly, excavators in conjunction with articulated dump trucks, have taken over the
role of the pull-type scraper. The old
tractor and scraper outfits did the job
in their day, but their slow speed and
high undercarriage wear caused them
to take a back seat to the high-speed
rubber-tired units that became popular
in the 1960s.
The history of the scraper goes far
back to the time when man first used
animals to undertake earthmoving
tasks. The original scrapers were pulled
by horses and mules, and their earliest
form consisted of a small scoop with
handles, maneuvered by a man walking
behind. R. G. LeTourneau is credited
with inventing the modern scraper. He
built his first in 1922. Then in 1928 he
pioneered the cable control unit so that
scrapers could be controlled from a
double drum winch on the tractor.
Throughout the 1930s and 1940s,
LeTourneau developed a vast array of
pull-type scrapers in various sizes, all
of different designs. In 1934 he entered
into an agreement with Caterpillar Tractor Co. in Peoria, Illinois, to sell his
products through Caterpillar dealers.
This alliance was strengthened the following year when LeTourneau estab-

lished a factory in Peoria, close to
Caterpillar’s own.
Actually, the pull-type scraper never
went away. The agricultural industry
has continued to use them for decades
to reshape land, redistribute topsoil and
build levees. As new high-speed,
high-horsepower farm tractors
came on the scene, new brands of
hydraulically-operated scrapers
appeared, and they came with increased capacity to match the big
tractors.
Iowa-based McAninch Corporation recently took the pull-type
scraper concept a step further to
take advantage of the high traveling speeds offered by modern-day
crawler tractors. They converted
the scraper section from older
motor scrapers to pull-types and
attached them to Caterpillar’s
largest crawler tractors. This firm
now runs a fleet of 40 Caterpillar
D9Rs with converted Caterpillar
631 scrapers, five Caterpillar
D10Rs matched to 641 scrapers,
and five D11Rs pulling 651 scrapers. At 44 heaped yards, the 651s
are some of the largest pull-type
scrapers ever used in the industry.
Dwayne McAninch, company president, says, “We gain many advantages
from using pull-type scrapers. We cycle
four to six minutes on hauls averaging
1,000 feet, and 10 minutes on our
longest hauls of 2,000 feet. We can
work in softer material than motor
scrapers can. Another bonus is we
don’t need graders to maintain our haul
roads and we can eliminate the push
tractor in the cut.” McAninch orders
new tractors from Caterpillar, tailormade for pulling his big self-modified
scrapers. He continues, “They are ordered without blades of course, but also

TOP: The old way. A D9 tractor pulls a Cater-

pillar 25 yard 436 scraper. In the 1940s and
1950s, millions of yards of earth were
moved, slowly but surely, by this method.
BOTTOM: The modern way. The largest tractors ever to pull a scraper are the Caterpillar
D11R’s owned by McAninch Corporation of
Des Moines, Iowa. The new tractors, ordered
for the purpose, are coupled to converted
Caterpillar 44-yard 651 scrapers.

come with modified radiators to increase cooling capacity. We find this is
needed as the tractors run with their
governors open 98% of the time on the
longer hauls.”
What makes this all possible is
Caterpillar’s flexible undercarriage and
elevated sprocket design. This, coupled
with long-life sealed and lubricated
track, propels the crawler tractor to
higher speeds, and new levels of productivity and reliability not possible in
the era when the old tractors trundled
slowly along with their high-maintenance cable scrapers.
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Meeting the Challenge
words & photography by Bill Tice

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Bruce Macdonald maneuvers his 320B
on a steep slope job in West Vancouver; the massive bucket on
the 320B efficiently removes soil from the excavation site;
Macdonald focuses on the job at hand; the Cat 320B
completes final scaling to remove any loose soil
and rocks, making the job site safer.
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Bruce Macdonald and his crew of eight work on some
of the steepest terrain in North and West Vancouver.
“We are recognized for being able to get the job done,
no matter what conditions we face, and that includes
the steep slopes on the North Shore,” he explains.
“Working on steep slopes means weather and ground
conditions play a bigger factor in the job. When the
slope is extremely steep and it is raining, we can be
dealing with unknown variables, but we still have to
finish the work on schedule.” Macdonald relies on his
fleet of Cat equipment from Finning to help him get
the job done. This includes five excavators – a 303.5, a
304.5, a 307B, a 315C, and a 320B. He also has a 226
skid steer. The 320B will be returned to Finning in the
near future as a trade in, when Macdonald takes delivery of a brand new 320C Utility Excavator. “All of our
Cat equipment gives us the power and flexibility we
need, but the new 320C Utility has a shorter tail
swing, which offers a tighter turning radius and allows
us to work in tighter spots,” explains Macdonald.
Summer 2004
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Brothers Ed Tatum and David Laboucane, co-owners of Consun Contracting,
by a Cat D9R dozer being used to clear land for a drilling pad on the
ConocoPhillips lease southeast of Fort McMurray.
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GROWTH
SPURT
When Consun Contracting needed help
to win a big contract, Finning was there

BY JIM VEENBAAS

T’S 5:30 P.M. AND David Laboucane is hard at work in
his gravel pit. While most people are kicking back and
relaxing after a long day, he relishes the chance to finally focus on work without any interruptions. Yet on
this night, his phone is still ringing and people are
still distracting him from the job at hand. “The phone
drives me crazy sometimes. There’s always someone that
needs something done. It usually stops about 5 p.m. and
that’s when I can get some work done,” says Laboucane,
who runs Consun Contracting with his brother Ed Tatum in
Fort McMurray.
The amount of time Laboucane spends on the cell
phone has been following the same trajectory as Consun’s
growth. As the business thrives, so do the demands on his
time. “There was a time when we would get a call every
month or so from people looking to get some work done.
The rest of the time we were bidding on jobs. Now we have
people calling us every day because they know we’ll get
the job done right for them.”
Although Consun is always juggling big jobs, one of the
biggest is a contract with ConocoPhillips, a Houston-based
oil company with a 43.5% stake in a $1.1 billion oil sands
project at Surmont, a site about 90 km southeast of Fort
McMurray on Secondary Highway 881. When the plant is
fully operational by 2012, it will produce 100,000 barrels of
oil per day. Although the area contains an underground oil
formation that’s 10 storeys deep with more than 5 billion
barrels of recoverable oil, right now there’s little more than
untamed bush to contend with.
That’s where Consun Contracting comes in. Before

ConocoPhillips could even begin thinking about production, which is slated to start in 2006 with 25,000 barrels per
day, the giant oil company needed a reliable company to
prepare the site. Consun Construction was at the top of its
shortlist. It got the nod because ConocoPhillips was impressed with the work it had already done in the area.
Laboucane and Tatum have been working at Surmont since
1995, when Gulf Canada initially started exploring the
area’s potential for oil sands production.
“ConocoPhillips wants to hire local people whenever
possible and we hire as many as we can that are qualified
to do the work. We’re an aboriginal company, but more importantly, we get the job done,” says Tatum.
Consun is doing the brushing and burning at the plant
site, clearing land for two drill pads and building some
new roads into the site. They’re making it possible for other
contractors to come in and start building the massive infrastructure needed to support the ConocoPhillips project.
Although the Surmont job is big, the most challenging
hurdle was the amount of heavy equipment needed on the
job site. In fact, to get the contract, the brothers had to
prove to ConocoPhillips that they could line up the appropriate equipment and have it in good running order. The
first thing they did was approach the Finning dealership in
Fort McMurray. Consun bought its first Finning product in
1994 – a grader that’s still running – and the company has
been dealing with the reliable machines ever since. “Uptime is critical for us. Downtime can be fatal for a small
company because you don’t have other machinery to replace the equipment that breaks down. If you want a reli-
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able machine with the parts and service to go with, that’s the place to go,”
says Tatum.
Finning guaranteed the brothers
the equipment and set them up. The
impressive list of machinery includes
two Cat D7R tractors, a Cat D8R, a Cat
D6N, a Cat D9R, as well as a Cat 345
and a Cat 325 excavator, to name only
a few of the 14 pieces of iron the
brothers bought or rented for the job.
“We’ve known Kelly (Black, their
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Finning sales representative) since
1990. When I call him, he gives me a
straight answer. There’s no beating
around the bush. We knew he could
help us out with the ConocoPhillips
job and he did,” says Laboucane.
“That’s the biggest thing for us – having a good relationship with our dealer. If we ever have any trouble with an
old machine, we phone Kelly and he
knows exactly what we need. We like
the Finning equipment, but we’re

working with Finning because we
have such a good relationship with
Kelly.”
Consun is serious about making a
good impression with ConocoPhillips.
The company hired another 30 people
– for this job and a major paving job
on Secondary Highway 881 – and
started working on the project early,
double shifting its crews in March to
get a jump on the project before the
spring thaw in April.
That unwavering commitment to
customer service has fuelled Consun’s
growth since Tatum established it in
1982 with some old machinery and a
strong work ethic. Tatum created the
company back in his hometown of
Javier, a Métis settlement south of Fort
McMurray. He started with a munici-
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Consun Contracting’s Paul Herman operates
a Cat D9R to clear away brush and rock on a
sloping, muddy terrain on which a drilling pad
will eventually be built for lease-holder
ConocoPhillips. The work is part of the oil
giant’s preparations to develop the oil sands
in the area which it hopes will produce
100,000 barrels of oil a day by 2012.

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E

Brothers Are Also
Role Models

W

hen Ed Tatum started his contracting company in
1982, his fleet of equipment consisted of a used
tractor and loader he borrowed from the family’s cattle
ranch in Javier.
That fleet has now grown to more than 20 pieces of
Finning heavy equipment that is pushed to the limit working jobs throughout the Fort McMurray area. “I was just
doing some small jobs to start out, some labour jobs,”
says Tatum, who owns Consun Contracting with his
brother Dave Laboucane.
“One thing led to another and we started getting bigger
and bigger. I bought my first grader in 1986.” Since then,
the company has landed major contracts with some of the
heaviest hitters in the oil sands including Canadian Natural
Resources, Enbridge Pipelines and Suncor, to name a few.
Over the years, Consun has developed a sterling reputation for getting the job done on time with excellent results. That reputation has earned them steady growth over
the years, but it also earned them the 2001 Entrepreneur
of the Year Award from the Northern Alberta Aboriginal
Business Association (NAABA).

Foreman Dave Tymchuk checks the landscape as he directs the
operator of the D9R clearing the land.

pal maintenance contract that he kept for 12 years. As the
company evolved, it found itself spending more and
more time in Fort McMurray.
Although they have different names, Laboucane and
Tatum are brothers in a family with 14 siblings. There’s a
10-year age gap between the pair but Tatum knew his kid
brother would be a perfect fit for the business. Laboucane
joined Consun in 1990, taking over the shares of Tatum’s
former partner. They’ve been working side by side ever
since. “He phoned me two or three dozen times to come
up and join him because I had a lot of experience working for Prairie Road Builders. I didn’t really want to at
first, but I ended up changing my mind and it’s worked
out great ever since,” says Laboucane.
Finning’s Black isn’t surprised Consun has enjoyed
such strong growth over the last few years. The company
has approached growth with its eyes wide open, not taking unwarranted risks or investing in equipment it could
not afford. “They’re really growing now and they have
the capability to grow even more. It’s their work ethic
they put in and they’ve hired so many good people. They
know how to run the equipment; they know what needs
to be done.”

Tatum and Laboucane play an important part in the organization and they’re considered role models for other
aboriginal people starting their own business. “They’ve
had phenomenal growth over the last five or six years and
they’ve obviously worked hard to achieve that growth.
Lots of people in our association look up to these guys,”
says Jeff Pardee, general manager of NAABA.
He adds that revenue generated by aboriginal business
in the Wood Buffalo region has jumped from about $20
million 15 years ago to more than $350 million today. “That
growth will be even stronger in the future,” predicts
Pardee. “The biggest challenge for aboriginal business is
access to capital and education. Aboriginals are catching
up when it comes to education and kids are being encouraged to graduate from high school. There’s also been a lot
of joint venture projects that are giving these businesses
access to much-needed capital.”
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READY TO WORK
Looking for a used Cat® machine that you can count on? Look no further than Caterpillar® Certified
Used Equipment.
Caterpillar Certified Used Equipment gives you unmatched buying confidence with:
• Machines that have passed the Caterpillar Certified Used Equipment inspection
• Strict age and hour requirements by size class
• Cat Dealer approved maintenance since new
• Extended coverage options
• Available only from Cat Dealers
®

And to make your search easier, many of these machines are available at CatUsed.com …
the official online source for Caterpillar Certified Used Equipment. For full details of the
Caterpillar Certified Used Equipment Program, contact us or visit CatUsed.com.

KNOW WHAT YOU’RE GETTING
1.888.FINNING (346.6464)
www.finning.ca
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Business 101
IT’S ALL WELL AND GOOD TO STRIKE OUT ON YOUR OWN BUT AS
LISA GRÉGOIRE WRITES, YOU NEED A PLAN TO PREPARE FOR THE
LEAN TIMES WHEN YOUR REVENUES COULD SLOW TO A TRICKLE.

Cash Flow
is King

ILLUSTRATION BY ALINE GAUTHIER

CRAIG TOPILKO WAS only 16 when he

started working for Edmonton’s Gibson
Contracting, driving a skid steer loader
for residential grading. Within a couple
of years, he’d bought his own machine
with the help of his parents who cosigned the loan. Suddenly he was his
own boss, contracting work from
Gibson.
Trevor Halwa and Dean
Verdenhalven were also
owner-operators who did
residential grading and
snow removal on contract
for Gibson. If you want to
make money as a oneman-one-machine operation, they say, you have to
pay attention to your cash
flow, you have to know
the business inside out
and you have to be prepared to work long days.
In other words, there’s a
big learning curve, says
Halwa.
Topilko, Halwa and
Verdenhalven crested that
curve last year and decided to expand their options by joining with Ryan
Gibson as four partners in the
newly named Gibson Grading. They
were working together unofficially last
year to see how a partnership would fit
together. Perfectly, as it turns out. They
churned up about $1.5 million in sales,
Halwa says, and made the partnership
official in January.
The three men offered sage advice
recently for those starting out in heavy
equipment contracting: don’t over-extend yourself financially; research the

market and know your target clients;
and, be prepared for crises because
sometimes, you won’t get paid as much
as you expected – if at all. “When you
run into a small bump in the road because someone won’t pay you for 60
days, you can run into serious trouble,”
says Halwa. That means if you ignore
tip number one, tip number three could
kill you.
Scott Hawkings knows what makes
or breaks a small business. As an

accountant for Hawkings Epp Dumont,
he spends a lot of time advising young
start-ups. His primary warning dovetails
into what the three wise men above said
right off the bat: first learn the meaning
of something called cash flow.
“If you go out on your own, you eat
what you kill and lots of guys like that,”
Hawkings says. “The downside is, if the
economy gets tight, you don’t work as
much. The most common mistake I see

is not understanding cash flow.”
Small business owners must understand that what comes into the business
must regularly exceed what goes out in
expenses, loan payments, maintenance,
insurance, supplies, and so forth. It’s
prudent to have a financial buffer and
live lean for a while until you build up
your bank account for emergencies.
If something happens to you, your
machine, the weather, the law or your
biggest clients, your revenue stream could
slow to a trickle. But
the bank needs to
get paid no matter
how deep your downturn.
If you’re serious
about starting your
own business and
you have a spouse
and children, educate
them on the demands
of the job, Hawkings
says. Ask yourself if it’s
right for you. And before
you step into the fray, do
plenty of research to
make sure there’s enough
work available.
If it’s a go, then it’s
time to visit the bank.
But, before you do, devise
a business plan which includes your vision of the company, the research you’ve done to prove
a revenue source, a summary of how
you plan to earn a living and a reasonable, working budget. A practical business plan is as much an asset to you as
it is to a lender.
If all else fails, be cautious, says Verdenhalven. “Try to do this as cheaply as
possible in the first year at least. Keep
your costs down. Don’t go into debt to
get out of debt.”
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Getting the Job Done
Able to rotate 360˚, 535B’s extended grapple is one of many new features
BY JIM STERLING

has come
felt at home in the new machine. He also commented on
to appreciate in his Cat 535B skidthe seating in the cab and the ability to turn it to any
der is that it’s not a one-dimensional
angle to counteract any “whipping” action during the
machine. “We’ve given it a very
machine’s operation, says Marsolais.
good test during its first 500 hours
The 535B’s ability to adapt successfully to a variety of
on the clock. We’ve found it to be an
skidding assignments fits well with the other equipment
all around skidder,” says Marsolais. “We’ve worked it
in the company’s fleet. A Cat D6R with a swing boom
from steep ground – 40% to 45% – on down to flat
grapple is one example. The machine’s used for roadareas, skidded uphill and downhill and helped by its
building chores and its weight makes it a good candidate
low centre of gravity, the machine’s got the job done.”
for skidding steep ground. “It’s multi-faceted,” summaMarsolais and his brother Karrey as well as their farizes Marsolais. And that’s a welcome feature.
ther Martin are the principals in Martin Marsolais &
The company’s Cat 325B is another example. It has a
Sons Ltd., a log harvesting contracting business located
quick change coupling capability on the boom end to
in Prince George, B.C. What really caught the company’s
switch from a bucket to a butt-n-top for log loading. The
eye when it wrote up its shopping list of requirements
versatility and multi-tasking advantage is accentuated
for a new skidder was the 535B’s expanded grapple with
when harvesting in the mountain pine beetle infested
360 degrees of rotation. “This is a new model for Cat and
stands all too prevalent through the B.C. interior. Liwe wanted to see if it met or exceeded the standards of
cencees direct their contractors to harvest the green atcompetitive machines. And it has,” continues Marsolais.
tack wood first as a method of slowing down the infestaThe 535B brings with it a few additional benefits.
tion’s rate of spread. Frequently that translates into
“This is the first machine I can
think of where you just buy
and go. No other options or additions or even extra lighting
were necessary. We put four
chains on it and it went out
the door. Cat’s done a very
good job with it,” comments
an appreciative Marsolais. “It’s
also a more user-friendly machine than the others with a
good, well laid out working
area and awesome visibility.”
Operator comfort and convenience cannot be over-estimated when the overall performance of the machine is
assessed, he adds. Marsolais
says the B’s usual operator had Marsolais & Sons’ 535B picks up logs in the Carp Lake area, about 60 km northeast of Prince George
some experience with the first in late March. The skidder was one of two machines taking harvested logs and bringing them to the
generation of 525s and soon roadside. NEXT PAGE: The 535B enters the forest.
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If It Looks Different,
It’s Because It Is

C
accessing and then logging small patches of wood.
Multi-faceted machines can more than pay their way in
those types of situations.
Martin Marsolais & Sons is a well-respected institution in the Prince George area. Patriarch Martin Marsolais launched the contracting business in 1966. His two
sons, Calvin and Karrey, bought into the company approximately eight years ago. For many years the Marsolais’ have logged for Lakeland Mills Ltd. of Prince
George. “We have an average volume of 175,000 m3 on
evergreen contracts a year and we’re fortunate to usually
pick up additional volumes to push us above the
200,000 m3 mark,” explains Marsolais. “We’ve got a
good working relationship with Lakeland.”
The Marsolais family has never been reluctant to field
test promising new forest machines or to investigate new
twists on old themes. “I think we’ve developed an ability
to look at things to see how a piece of equipment can be
used to make the operation work better,” explains Marsolais. The Cat 535B is a case in point. The machine contributes to the operation’s overall efficiency, he says.
Marsolais adds the 535B is also a good fit because it’s
a new machine and the company is renewing its equipment lines. “We’re doing it in little steps and downsizing
at the same time,” he says. Other recent equipment acquisitions include a Cat 325 with Lim-mit delimber and
a TK 1051 feller buncher.
Marsolais also looks to Finning to maximize the bang
for the equipment buck. The company has a very large
fleet of used equipment. Some of it was made available
through Finning’s successful Power by the Hour equipment-leasing program. “It gives us the ability to look at
newer pieces of equipment at the right price.”

aterpillar has transformed the entire back
end of the 535B skidder, says Gord Norn,
customer service representative with Finning in
Prince George, B.C. As a result, the machine
offers new performance enhancing features to
complement its re-configured profile in the bush.
“They’ve changed the whole arch, boom and
grapple by going from fabricated to cast,”
explains Norn. “The grapple can now rotate
360 degrees and the snubber’s been changed
to a disc and plate style.”
The changes are purpose-driven. Caterpillar
says the upper arch casting on the skidder increases strength and allows greater visibility
to the grapple. The re-designed boom has the
continuous rotation capability built in to the end.
The rotator is design-built for skidding. Increasing
rotator torque allows more grapple control while
an hydraulic swivel provides protection for grapple
hoses. Servicing is easy because the rotator
simply bolts into the boom end.
Caterpillar has incorporated a multi-disc
clutch-pad snubber on the 535B. Advantages
there include longer working life from the multiple
friction plates. The amount of snubbing can be
adjusted by adding or removing shims.
The grapple itself has a new look shape
and geometry. The single piece cast housing
incorporates an I-beam cross section that Cat
says increases tong strength and resists bending.
Extending the pivot pin spacing allows the tongs
to get around logs and make bundling easier.
The tongs also have a wider face that reduces
damage to the logs while they’re being handled.
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Count On Us

June 1965: A Cat 824 bulldozer
at work at a fertilizer plant in
Kimberley, British Columbia.
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Introducing the
Challenger MT200 Series...
The tough little brothers of the legendary
Challenger tracked tractors from Caterpillar.
These machines are part of the new lineup
of track type and wheeled tractors now
available from Finning.
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YES. WE RENT MORE
THAN CAT MACHINES.
CALL TOLL-FREE 1-866-285-5550
RIGHT TOOLS. RIGHT PLACE. RIGHT NOW.

